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Abstract
A nonparametric approach to the link between accessibility and pro-

ductivity is presented, using propensity score matching. The firms lo-
cated in places with “high accessibility” are regarded as the “treatment
group”, and the hypothesis tested is whether there is any significant treat-
ment effect. The accessibility is a cross-section for the year 1997. We use
a “short and wide” panel dataset, consisting of almost 25,000 individual
firms/workplaces during 1990—98, subdivided into 24 industry aggregates.
Each firm is geocoded with a 250 m resolution. The study region is the
Swedish part of the Öresund region, the county of Scania (Skåne). The
results present no effect of the high accessibility-treatment; neither on any
branch level, nor on the pooled dataset. Alternative dependent variables
are tested: individual efficiency based on the estimated “fixed effects”, and
a Törnqvist index of productivity change, with the same result.
Key words: propensity score matching, Öresund, productivity, efficiency,
accessibility, infrastructure.

1 Introduction
Theories about the link between infrastructure and productivity are old, and have
roots all the way back to Adam Smith, and, more recently, to development econo-
mists like Hirschman (1958). Still, it was fuelled by the results of Aschauer (1989)
and Munnell (1990)in connection with the productivity slowdown in the U.S.,
which, using production function estimation, claimed the declining investments
in infrastructure capital (especially highways) to be a major, and up till then
neglected, culprit. These results received considerable criticism from both econo-
metric points of view–especially regarding the “common trends” problem, now
more recognised as “lack of cointegration” or the “unit roots problem”– but also
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concerning the direction of causation (what comes first?) and policy implications
(what should we do about it?) (Aaron, 1990, Tatom, 1991). A large number of
studies have since then been completed using different approaches: growth account-
ing (Hulten and Schwab, 1991), fixed effects and “long differences” (Holtz-Eakin,
1994), spatial spill-overs (Holtz-Eakin and Schwartz, 1995, Moreno, Artís, López-
Bazo, and Suriñach, 1997), endogeneity (Duffy-Deno and Eberts, 1991), dual cost
or profit functions (Morrison and Schwartz, 1992, Garcia-Milà, McGuire, and
Porter, 1996, Nadiri and Mamuneas, 1994, Sturm, 1997), imperfect adjustment
and shadow price analysis (Morrison and Schwartz, 1996, Shah, 1992, Moreno,
López-Bazo, and Artís, 2002), non-parametric approaches (Rephann and Isser-
man, 1994, Boisso, Grosskopf, and Hayes, 2000, Chandra and Thompson, 2000),
and panel data (Baltagi, Song, and Jung, 2001). Many of the cited studies re-
port significant parameter estimates, i.e., a positive elasticity of investments in
infrastructure on output, but there is hardly any consensus about the size of it.

In the earliest of these studies an aggregate, macroeconomic approach was uti-
lized. Later, more disaggregated, studies conclude that although there are positive
effects in the direct neighbourhood of the investment, there is an offsetting negative
development in more remote areas (Boarnet, 1996). This result is confirmed by
Rephann and Isserman (1994) and Chandra and Thompson (2000). However, even
in the most disaggregate studies, the smallest unit of observation is the county.
In the present paper we use data on microeconomic level (firm), combined with a
measure of accessibility, reflecting the services enjoyed from the transport system,
on a fine geographical level, the SAMS area level1. Thereby, we avoid problems
connected with the appraisal of the value of the public capital stock. Furthermore,
like for example Rephann and Isserman (1994), we use non-parametric matching,
which is insensitive to specification and the actual distribution of the data. Non-
parametric matching controls for irrelevant background properties of the firm and
its location (covariates), in an effort to establish a link between accessibility and
different measures of firm performance. One problem with the analysis of non-
experimental data is the possibility of self-selection bias. Since there is no control
group, we cannot control for the existence of correlation between firm character-
istics and the treatment itself. In the case of a firm located in a certain place, we
cannot determine what is the effect of the firm characteristics detached from its
physical location, and what is contributed from the pure attributes of the location.
This problem is commonly analysed in for example the evaluation of labour market
programs, where the selected participants are probably not a random sample of the
population, and therefore one cannot draw conclusions about the effects in general
of the labour market program. Similarly, our firms are probably not located where
they are by chance. When going from the macro to the micro level of productivity
1Small Area Market Statistics, see Statistics Sweden (SCB, www.scb.se).
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analysis, one should also be aware of the differences in what is measured. Are we
interested in the question of firm relocation, or in macro productivity development?
Different questions call for different approaches of analysis: if firm relocation is
important, then we should examine the unweigthed productivity of firms. If macro
productivity is the policy objective, then we should weight firms with their relative
importance in the economy as a whole. One should also be aware about the scope
of the analysis, and not draw conclusions about general relationships when the
dataset is confined to, as in our case, single-workplace firms. The null hypothe-
sis to be tested here is that there is no “treatment effect” on productivity from
increased accessibility (services of transport infrastructure) on single-unit firms.
We could list a number of reasons why this null hypothesis should be rejected:
for example, increased accessibility could lead to increased competition, forcing
companies to increase efficiency. Famous are also Marshall’s 1920 classification of
the economic returns to spatial concentration (which is accompanying high aces-
sibility in cities, for example): knowledge spillovers, thick markets for specialised
skills, and the backward and forward linkages associated with large local markets
(Fujita, Krugman, and Venables, 1999, p. 5). High accessibility implies all three
of these, not by means of the spatial concentration as such, but from the ease of
interaction, flow of information and the possibility to reach a large population of
producers and consumers in a short time. As motivations for the null hypothesis to
remain intact, we could note some recent evidence pointing towards a correlation
of monopoly rents and productivity; i.e., profitable firms can accumulate capital,
innovate more, and are therefore more likely to increase productivity (Mohnen and
ten Raa, 2002). Other reasons could be that the productivity effect is realised in
the interaction between firms, i.e., on the macro level, and not within the micro-
units themselves. Yet another possibility is of course that we use erroneous data
or specification, or that our assumptions do not hold. The paper starts off with
a description of the data used in the next section, followed by section 3 about
the propensity score matching method. The required variables are described in
section 4, the results are presented and discussed in section 5 and section 6, and
the paper concludes in section 7. An appendix is included at the end.

2 Data
The analysis is based on account data from 24,915 firms for the years 1990—98 in the
county of Scania (Skåne) in southern Sweden. Because of the spatial dimension
of the problem, and the fact that the economic variables are on firm level, the
survey is restricted to firms with only one production unit. However, firms with
other production units outside Scania have been included if more than 50 % of the
workforce was placed in Scania. The data comes from two databases at Statistics
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Sweden: CFAR (a database on businesses and workplaces) and the Structural
Business Statistics database (Företagsregistret, SBS). In SBS, there are data on
the income statements and balance sheets of the businesses, but no connection to
geography, while in CFAR, there are addresses of all local production units. Some
of the observations, about 10 %, are not possible to geocode, other observations
disappear in the estimation process because of negative or zero values of the capital
and labour variables. Some observations are removed in the calculations of indices,
because one or more of the included variables are missing. The final dataset
contains 24,877 firms (73,606 observations), with 1—9 observations for each firm.
In the differenced data series (the Törnqvist index), firms with only one period
of observation are removed, leaving 20,014 firms (49,192 observations) for this
analysis. The mean number of time series observations is 3.0, and the majority
(95 %) of the observations are from the later period, 1995—98. Before 1995, only
firms greater than 20 employees (manufacturing) and 50 employees (service) were
included in the total survey; for the smaller firms, a random subsample was selected
on a nation-wide basis (so it was not possible to recover the percentage of firms
selected in different regions in different industries). This fact also reflects that
most firms in the dataset are small firms.

3 Method
3.1 Propensity score matching
We want to estimate a treatment effect on the total factor productivity of in-
dividual firms. In our case, the treatment is “high accessibility” or accessibility
above the median in Scania, as measured by SAMPERS logsums for worktrips.
We denote this Di = 1 if firm i belongs to this group, and Di = 0 otherwise. But
firms do not have equal probability to be located just anywhere. In this sense, we
rely on a nonrandomised experiment (Rephann and Isserman 1994 use the term
“quasi-experimental matching”). Variables like size, industry, ownership, history
etc. affect the choice of location. We denote these background variables xi. Of
course, the management of the firm makes an economic judgement from time to
another whether it is in the right location, or if it would be better off somewhere
else. Different firms derive profit in different ways, some are material intensive and
others information intensive. All have different needs, and consider accessibility
and value it differently. What we need to do is to control for those background
variables xi and the selectivity bias emerging from the assumption that the firms
are already are located in a place optimal for them. The role of the propensity
score is to relax the spatial connection of the firm and make it comparable with
other firms with different bundles of preferences.
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The average treatment effect on the treated is

E((Y1 − Y0|D = 1, X) ≈ E((Y1|D = 1, X)− (Y0|D = 0, X)), (1)
where Y is the response variable: Y1 is the treatment outcome and Y0 the non-
treatment outcome, and D is the treatment indicator (D ∈ {0, 1}). The counter-
factual non-treatment effect on the treated group E(Y0|D = 1, X) is approximated
with the average outcome of the non-treatment group E(Y0|D = 0,X), so the bias
of the estimator is the difference E(Y0|D = 1, X) − E(Y0|D = 0,X) (Heckman,
Ichimura, and Todd, 1998).

The propensity score method was introduced by Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983,
1985). They show that the multi-dimensional X can be replaced by balancing
scores, which are functions of X, and more specifically by the conditional proba-
bility to receive treatment, Pr(D = 1|X). It is denoted the propensity score P (X)
or “the propensity towards exposure to treatment 1 given the observed covariates
x” (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983, p. 43). In nonrandomised experiments, P (X) is
normally unknown, but it can be estimated from observed data, for example using
the logit model.

Another complication with nonrandomised experiments is that every unit in
the population normally does not have a chance of receiving each treatment. Firms
cannot be relocated for experimental purposes, but for identification of the treat-
ment effect, we must assume that they might move if the conditions were right as
described by our explanatory variables (covariates). A necessary condition is thus
that treatment assignment is “strongly ignorable”, i.e., given a vector of covariates
v,

(Y1, Y0) ⊥ D | v, 0 < Pr (D = 1|v) < 1
must hold for all v (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983, p. 43). The vital point here is
that the assignment probability is strictly positive and strictly less than one, so
that the probability to either receive or not receive treatment is strictly positive:

Pr (D = 1|v) > 0 ∧ 1− Pr (D = 1|v) > 0
Therefore, the treatment predictor must not be a perfect predictor.
The subjects with similar propensities are matched and analysed pairwise, so

that, given X, the outcome Y is conditionally independent of whether the subject
received treatment D, or

(Y1, Y0) ⊥ D | Pr (D = 1,X) ⇐⇒ (Y1, Y0) ⊥ D | P (X) .
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3.2 Logit model
For the treatment assignment probabilities, a binary logit model is estimated (see
Appendix, subsection A.2) where the choice alternatives are “high accessibility”
(HIGH) and “low accessibility” (LOW). The predicted probabilities Pr(D = 1|X)
to be in group HIGH are used as the propensity score P (X):

P (X) = ef(X)

1 + ef(X)

3.3 Kernel matching
The treatment effect is estimated by contrasting the outcomes of the treatment
group (denoted Y1, indexed by I1) to the outcomes of a comparable group of
non-participants (denoted Y0, indexed by I0), by means of the following formula
(Heckman et al., 1998, somewhat modified):

E((Y1 − Y0|D = 1, P (X)) = 1
N1

∑
i∈I1

[Y1i −∑
j∈I0

WN0,N1(i, j)Y0j], (2)

where WN0,N1(i, j) is a positive valued weight function which for each i satisfies∑
j∈I0WN0,N1(i, j) = 1, and N0 and N1 are the number of individuals in I0 and I1,

respectively. WN0,N1(i, j) is close to one if the distance between individual i and
individual j is close in terms of the propensity score, and the weighted sum of Y0j is
close to one if there are many such comparable individuals in the neighbourhood.
The weight function WN0,N1(i, j) is implemented by means of a kernel, which is
a piecewise continuous function, symmetric around zero and integrating to one
(Härdle and Linton, 1994):

K(u) = K(−u), ∫ 1

−1
K(u)du = 1

Here we also impose a bounded support on [−1, 1]: K(u) = 0 for |u| ≥ 1. It
follows that K(u) has its maximum at u = 0. The kernel approximation of the
score distribution is

f̂h(P (X)) = 1
n

n∑
i=1

Kh (P (X)− P (Xi)) = 1
n

n∑
i=1

1
hK

(P (X)− P (Xi)
h

)
, (3)

where Kh(·) = h−1K(·/h). The number of neighbours included in the weighting
is dependent on the bandwidth h, which determines the smoothing of the kernel
and is a crucial parameter for the estimation. There are formulas of varying
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sophistication for “optimal bandwidth”, but a simple way to assess the impact
of h is to make a small sensitivity analysis. We use Silverman’s rule-of-thumb
(Härdle and Linton, 1994) as the starting point (for a derivation, see Appendix,
subsection A.1). The kernel used here is the so called biweight (or quartic) kernel,

K(u) = 15
16

(1− u2)2 · I(|u| � 1),
where I(·) is the indicator function taking the value 1 if the event is true, and 0
otherwise. To sum up, our weight function will be

WN0,N1(i, j) =
K

(P (Xi)−P (Xj)
h

)
∑N0

k=1K
(

P (Xi)−P (Xk)
h

)
Heckman et al. show that the fundamental identification criterion of the match-

ing method for estimating (2) is (see also Equation 1 above)
E(Y0|D = 1, X) = E(Y0|D = 0, X),

whenever both sides f the expression are well defined, i.e., the non-treatment effect
on the treated equals the average outcome of the non-treated. For both sides to be
well defined, it is necessary to condition on the common support S of the treated
and the non-treated groups, to ensure that for a certain propensity score, there
are sufficient observations in both groups:

S = Supp(X|D = 1) ∩ Supp(X|D = 0).
This region of common support is estimated using the same kernel estimator

as described above:

f̂h(P (Xi)|D = 0) = 1
N0 · h

N0∑
k=1

K
(P (Xi)− P (Xk)

h
)
, ∀ i ∈ I1

The recommendation in Todd is to find the 1—2 % quantile of this distrib-
ution and discard the corresponding values of P (Xi), i.e. where there are no
close matches in the non-treated group. Of course, the amount of observations
that should be discarded is dependent of the application, and might in this case
seem to be small. We have used the higher number, 2 %. The distributions of
the productivity, the propensity scores (overall and for treated and non-treated
respectively) are shown in Figure 1. The productivity densities for treated and
non-treated are quite similar, which is also shown in that the difference (bottom-
most middle) centers around approximately zero. The propensity scores for treated
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Figure 1: Densities and quantile plots against the normal distribution, showing the
productivity and propensity score for the treated (high accessibility) and non-treated
(low accessilibity) in the service sector in Scania. The two bottom-most right figures
show the unweighted difference between the treated and non-treated groups.

and non-treated are markedly skewed to each end of the [0, 1] interval, but both
contain values for most of the spectrum except around zero (treated) and around
0.8—0.9 (not treated).

The common support of the service sector is presented in figure 2, page 87.
Although there is a “hump” around zero, there are values evenly distributed along
the axis up to the maximum value.

4 Variables

4.1 Propensity score
The propensity score P (X) was obtained through the estimation of a binary logit
model, and the use of the predicted probabilities for participation in group HIGH.
The logit model was estimated with both location specific and individual spe-
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Figure 2: The common support of f(P (X)|D = 1) and f(P (X)|D = 0) for the pooled
service sectors.
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cific variables in X. As mentioned, the choice alternatives were represented by
“high” and “low” accessibility, where the boundary was the median of the acces-
sibility variable. Not surprisingly, the location specific variables had the largest
explanatory power–these were a dummy for the largest city Malmö, the number
of workers in the area, built-up density, the number of workplaces, a tourist area
dummy, ratable value of real estate. The individual specific variables that had the
highest explanatory power were, in order: branch affiliation, ownership, turnover,
equity and net investments. The final rate of correct predictions of the logit model
was high (but not too high, see subsection A.2), 78 %. For a detailed description
of the logit model and parameter estimates, see Appendix subsection A.2. The
last column in Figure 4, page 108, titled Exp(B), denotes the impact on the odds
ratio if the corresponding variable goes from 0 to 1, and all other variables are
held constant:

P (X)
1− P (X) = ef(X) = eβo+β1x1+... = eβoeβ1x1eβ2x2 · · ·

It is a measure of the influence of the variable relative to the other vari-
ables. The two highest Exp(B) values are for the dummies for “small university”
(1779) and “hyperstore” (420), which apparently are important determinants for
the propensity to locate (there are many firms). Other factors, diminishing the
propensity relative to the other factors, are the dummies for “larger shopping
centre” (0.165) and “chief town in the county” (0.031).

4.2 Accessibility
Accessibility expresses the relation between the number of attractive locations dis-
tributed in space, and the difficulty or cost related to reaching them. A simple
implementation is for example the cumulative opportunities approach, which is the
number of reachable objects (e.g., workplaces) within a certain time limit. An-
other is based on the gravity model, and is the sum of the objects with each object
discounted by the distance or cost related to reaching it. The approach used in
this paper is based on random utility theory (for reviews, see Baradaran and Ram-
jerdi, 2001, Handy and Niemeier, 1997). The expected utility in a random utility
maximization framework (multinomial or nested logit model) is called the “log-
sum”, and is calculated automatically in every modern transport demand model
(in this case SAMPERS, see Johansson Sveder, 2002, Beser and Algers, 2002).
This variable is a measure of accessibility that is consistent with socio-economic
welfare theory (Williams, 1977, Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1979). It is the weighted
expectation of the maximum utility an individual can derive from a set of choice
alternatives, in order to summarize the utility of these alternatives. In Baradaran
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and Ramjerdi it is called a “consumer surplus” approach, but in welfare theory,
the benefits accrue to both consumers and producers. The definition is

An
i = maxi,j∈L U

n
j|i,

where n is an individual, j is the destination, i is a given start node, L is the total
set of zones, Un

j|i is the random utility of n, Un
j|i = vnj − cnij + εij, where vnj is the

attractiveness of j to n, cnij is the cost of travel between i and j, and εij is the
random, unobservable part of the utility. If εij are independent and identically
Gumbel distributed2, the accessibility for individual n in zone i is:

An
i = µ−1 ln∑

j∈L
eµ(vnj −cnij),

where µ is a positive scale parameter–hence the term “logsum”. In practice,
µ cannot be estimated and is arbitrarily set to 1. Individual data are rarely
known, and the individual cost and time values are replaced by an aggregate
utility function for a representative socio-economic group and trip purpose. We
use the regional model of SAMPERS for Scania and part of Denmark for the
calculation of the logsum (SIKA/Transek, 2000). SAMPERS first calculates the
travel demand pattern for the finest geographical level available, SAMS areas3,
then the accessibility measure is calculated on the finest zonal level, which are
aggregates of a few SAMS zones. The number of zones in Scania is 948. The
accessibility values are coded on to the firm dataset by the SAMS area code. In
SAMPERS, travel demand is calculated for only one trip purpose at a time. In
this paper we use the work-trip purpose, since this is the closest proxy for the
accessibility of firms to the labour market. In reality it measures the accessibility
of workers to workplaces. The utility functions Unij in the SAMPERS regional
worktrips model include 35 variables (in total for all modes), with the number of
employees as the main attraction variable.

4.3 Productivity
Productivity measures express the average ratio of outputs to inputs in a produc-
tion unit (be it a firm or a region). The concept of productivity incorporates both
efficiency, i.e. proximity to the production frontier4 with the same amount of in-
2For the Gumbel distribution see, e.g., Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1985, p. 104 ff.) or Sydsæter,

Strøm, and Berck (1999, p. 188)
3SAMS zones are generated to comprise about 1,000 residents each. The zones are therefore

smaller in population centres and larger in the countryside. The approximate number of zones
in Sweden is 9,500; in Scania there are 1,410.
4”Best practice” or the most efficient firm.
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puts (vertical adjustment), and scale effects, i.e., deviation from the optimal scale
of the business in terms of output (horisontal adjustment). In a multi-product
setting, the total factor productivity is defined as the ratio of an aggregate index
Y of output volumes divided by the an aggregate index X of the input volumes:

TFPt = Yt
Xt

, or in logs: lnTFPt = lnYt − lnXt

A popular choice of index for Xt is the Törnqvist-Theil quantity index (Good,
Nadiri, and Sickles, 1997, p. 20):

lnXt,t−1 = 1
2

∑
i∈{L,K,M}

(sit + si,t−1) (lnXit − lnXi,t−1)

between time periods t − 1 and t. The si’s are the cost shares of inputs i,
si = pixi/∑i pixi = pixi/C, and xi is input volume i, labour L, capital K and
intermediate inputs M . If an index can be derived from an underlying cost func-
tion, Diewert (1976) calls it an “exact” aggregator when firms are cost minimising.
If the cost function has a flexible (e.g., translog) specification, then it is termed
“superlative”. The Törnqvist-Theil quantity index is “superlative”, in that it can
be derived from a translog production function. In a one-product setting, and
skipping the time dimension for static, cross-sectional comparisons, we get

lnTFP = ln y −∑
i
si · ln xi (4)

In part of the analysis below, the TFP index is weighted by the turnover share
of the firm in the industry to which it belongs. This is to capture the macroscopic
effect that a large productive firm has a greater influence on macro productiv-
ity than has a small one. The output volume and volume of intermediates are
calculated by dividing the monetary values of turnover and cost of intermediates
by industry-specific indices during the time period of the study. For the output
volumes, producer price indices (PPI) from Statistics Sweden are used. For the
intermediates factor input, a mix of PPI, an implicit index based on GDP, and
consumer price indices (CPI) were employed. The GDP-based indices and the
CPI’s were used for the service sectors, where PPI is missing. For a detailed de-
scription of the sources and use of the indices, see Petersen (2004, see Paper I).
These indices were weighted by an input-output matrix for Scania in order to get
the right composition of the input for the different industries. This input-output
matrix is the same as the one used in the Swedish regional economic model RAPS5,
but aggregated to 33 branches according to the availability of indices. The index
approach implies that in 1990, the number of input and output goods are the same
5Regional Analysis and Forecasting System
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Variable #obs #miss min mean max std.dev
ln y 75, 120 439 −11.9 3.33 11.3 1.60
sl 75, 447 112 0 0.32 1 0.21
sk 75, 447 112 0 0.052 1 0.081
sm 75, 447 112 0 0.62 1 0.22
ln xl 73, 959 1, 600 0 1.34 8.25 1.16
ln xk 75, 412 147 −4.02 6.95 16.5 1.70
ln xm 75, 447 112 −9.71 2.67 11.1 1.81
lnTFP 73, 606 1, 953 −12.5 0.63 11.7 0.64

Table 1: Summary statistics of the variables included in total factor productivity (TFP).
The number of firms is 24,877 and the total number of observations is 75,559.

as the monetary values, while they change in the following years according to the
development in the different industries. In the case of capital and labour, the
inputs are simply the total debts and the number of full time worker equivalents
during a year. The cost share for capital is the sum of net financial cost and de-
preciation divided by total cost, the other cost shares simply the ratios of labour
cost and material cost to total cost. Descriptive statistics of some of the variables
in the dataset are shown in Table 1 and 2.

4.4 Technical efficiency
Technical efficiency of a firm is defined as the ratio of the production of the firm to
the maximum feasible production (in practice, the firm which produces most) with
the same amount of input. Otherwise put, it is the vertical distance of a firm’s
production to the production frontier. Consequently, it is a number between 0 and
1.

In order to get a measure of efficiency, a translog cost function has been es-
timated with fixed effects estimation (Petersen, 2004, see Paper I). In the fixed
effects (or LSDV, least squares dummy variables) approach, dummy variables are
normally assigned for each individual and an OLS regression is carried out. How-
ever, if the number of individuals is great, this approach is unfeasible. An alter-
native approach is to use a Within regression for the parameters of the regressors,

yit − yi· = (Zit − Zi·)δ + (µi − µi) + νit − νi·
= (Zit − Zi·)δ + νit − νi· = (Xit −Xi·)β + νit − νi· (5)
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Variable #obs #miss min mean max std.dev
∆ln y 50, 345 25, 214 −15.7 −0.0029 7.00 0.55
s̄l 50, 596 24, 963 0 0.33 1 0.20
s̄k 50, 596 24, 963 0 0.050 1 0.069
s̄m 50, 596 24, 963 0 0.62 1 0.21
∆ ln xl 49, 468 26, 091 −5.2 0.012 5.92 0.34
∆ ln xk 50, 559 25, 000 −12.1 −0.0053 10.9 0.70
∆ ln xm 50, 596 24, 963 −16.4 −0.0071 9.37 0.66
∆ lnTQV 49, 192 26, 367 −13.7 −0.0032 10.7 0.28

Table 2: Summary statistics of the variables for the Törnqvist index of productivity
change (∆lnTQV ). ∆’s represent first differences in time, s̄ is the mean of the cost
share s over two consequtive time periods. The number of firms is 20,014.

where dots in the index and a bar above the variable means averaging over that
index, Zit = (1, xit), xit are the rows in X, δ = [α β ′], µi is the unobservable
individual-specific effect of cross-section i and ν is the residual disturbance term,
ν ∼ N(0, σ2ν). Then it is possible to obtain the regression constant α from the
average across all observations,

y·· = α +X ··β + µ· + ν ·· = {µ̄· = 0} = α+X ··β + ν ··

or α̃ = y··−X ··β and recover µ̃i = yi·−α̃−X i·β from the time averages (see Baltagi,
1995, p. 11). The condition µ̄· = 0 is arbitrary, but a condition is needed in order
to avoid the “dummy variable trap”–in reality, it is not possible to separate α
and the µi’s from each other. Another suggestion for this condition in this context
is mini µi = 0, which would make µi ≥ 0 a more distinct cost efficiency parameter.
This choice would only affect the value of α. A definition of efficiency would then
be, for each industry or aggregate group:

Eff i = mini Ci (Y,p)
Ci (Y,p) = exp (α + f (Y,p) + mini µi)

exp (α + f (Y,p) + µi)
= exp

(
mini µi − µi

)
= Const · exp (−µi) ,

which is a monotone transformation of the fixed effects µi on the interval ]0, 1]. In
the estimations where efficiency is used as the dependent variable (see Appendix,
subsubsection A.3.1), we use the fixed effects µi directly without transformation.
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It is important to point out that the estimation of the µi’s is not consistent in
typical panel datasets–if the number of firms (N) increases, so does the number
of µi’s to be estimated. The only way to make more accurate estimates of µi
is to increase the time series length T. As expected, none of our estimated fixed
effects µi is significantly separate from 0; but according to F -tests they are jointly
significant.

5 Results
5.1 Propensity score matching
First, the results of the propensity score matching (PSME) for non-weighted TFP
are presented, see Table 3, page 94. A table of the 24 branch aggregates is found
in the Appendix. As shown, the confidence limits are in every instance including
the zero, so no the null hypothesis of “no effect” cannot be rejected. Not even in
the branch categories with more than 1,000 observations in the treatment group
(aggrID 11—12 and 19) there is any sign of a larger deviation of PSME from 0,
or smaller standard deviation. The largest absolute effect is for branch 17 “Other
real estate activities”, although in the “wrong direction” (i.e., high accessibility is
“bad” for this branch). Next largest effects, with positive sign, have 22 “Mem-
bership organizations, other service etc.” and, rather unintuitively, 5 “Chemical
manufacturing”. The results on aggregate levels (total, manufacturing and ser-
vice) are presented in Table 4, page 94. The density of the PSME for the total
dataset is shown in Figure 3, page 95.

A sensitivity analysis was performed on the total dataset with regard to the
kernel bandwidth h. The result is presented in Table 5, page 95. The variations
are small compared to the standard deviation and confidence limits, and do not
alter the conclusions.

5.2 Turnover-weighted TFP
The importance of the productivity contribution of a single firm to the productiv-
ity on the macro level is dependent of the relative size of this firm in the economy.
Therefore, in Table 6, the TFP variable has been weighted by the turnover-share
of the firm in its industry aggregate. As for the PSME, the results do not differ:
still, no firm exhibits greater TFP in high accessibility locations than in low coun-
terparts. But regarding the differences of the group means, they do (see Table 7).
Without weighting, only three industries differed significantly (number 3 “Man-
ufacturing of textiles and clothes”, 6 “Manufacturing of basic metals and metal
products”, and 22 “Municipal and other services and membership organisations”).
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agID #obs #treat CLO
(2.5%) PSME CLH

(2.5%) std.dev. bwidth trimlost
0 2, 788 481 −1.19 0.011 0.79 0.74 0.09 25
1 1, 500 298 −1.51 −0.068 0.69 0.60 0.11 15
2 1, 123 438 −0.57 0.24 0.84 0.40 0.17 22
3 516 183 −0.64 −0.029 0.50 0.31 0.22 11
4 1, 903 1, 103 −0.95 −0.0042 0.67 0.52 0.21 56
5 1, 519 541 −0.58 0.19 1.03 0.46 0.17 28
6 2, 283 842 −0.77 −0.023 0.59 0.40 0.13 43
7 2, 633 862 −0.74 0.041 0.69 0.45 0.14 44
8 1, 332 764 −0.81 0.17 0.92 0.50 0.23 39
9 7, 546 2, 652 −1.14 −0.069 0.67 0.59 0.11 133
10 3, 234 1, 223 −0.53 0.082 0.90 0.40 0.14 62
11 10, 274 5, 004 −0.60 −0.021 0.82 0.51 0.14 251
12 9, 783 4, 356 −0.58 −0.030 0.61 0.43 0.11 218
13 3, 010 1, 452 −0.78 −0.026 0.59 0.53 0.15 73
14 3, 820 1, 184 −1.25 −0.095 0.74 0.55 0.12 60
15 1, 053 484 −0.71 −0.18 0.92 0.65 0.24 25
16 563 247 −4.06 −0.39 1.80 1.53 0.20 13
17 543 305 −3.05 −0.51 0.78 1.01 0.25 16
18 2, 393 1, 220 −1.35 0.053 1.36 0.79 0.20 61
19 12, 118 6, 801 −1.16 −0.014 1.18 0.79 0.14 341
20 547 291 −0.81 0.11 0.91 0.43 0.26 15
21 3, 060 1, 528 −0.96 −0.062 0.88 0.65 0.15 77
22 938 434 −0.68 0.12 0.87 0.48 0.17 22
23 1, 073 475 −1.42 0.02 1.14 0.65 0.18 24

Table 3: Propensity score matching estimator (PSME) for different branch aggregates
(for the aggregation key, see the Appendix to Paper I). CLO = lower confidence limit,
CLH = higher confidence limit.

agID #obs #treat CLO
(2.5%) PSME CLH

(2.5%)
std.
dev. Mdiff std.

dev.manuf 19, 611 8, 164 −0.93 −0.00097 0.72 0.54 −0.00057 0.0096
service 46, 676 25, 004 −1.04 −0.0203 1.11 0.67 −0.00012 0.0051

all 66, 287 33, 168 −1.01 −0.0188 1.05 0.64 −0.000098 0.0033

Table 4: Result of the PSME on aggregate levels. "Manufacturing" includes agriculture,
mining and construction as well.
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Figure 3: The PSME for the pooled dataset, a result typical for all other industry aggre-
gates as well. Even if the median is on the positive side in this left-skewed distribution,
the mean is very close to zero (0.023).

h CLO (2.5%) PSME CLH (2.5%) std.
dev.

0.050 −3.34 0.0240 1.481 1.22
0.10 −3.35 0.0228 1.468 1.22
0.20 −3.31 0.0336 1.470 1.21

Table 5: Sensitivity analysis of the PSME-lnTFP with regard to bandwidth h, on the
total sample.
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Two of these, 3 and 22, are still significant.
In order to increase contrast, top and bottom percentiles were filtered out in

two alternative specifications: using quartiles (top and bottom 25 %) and deciles
(top and bottom 10 %). The PSME results did not alter from this change, but
mean differences did (see next subsection).

Turning to other dependent variables, like our fixed effects indicator and Törn-
qvist index of yearly productivity change, the results above are more or less repro-
duced: see the Appendix, subsubsection A.3.1 and A.3.2.

5.3 Mean differences
In order to motivate a higher cost for rents, firms in locations with higher ac-
cessibility are supposed to have a higher-than-mean productivity. We tested the
dataset by calculating the differences in means between high and low accessibility
locations, without controlling for covariates. The results from comparing these
means are presented in Table 8. Nine industries, distributed among both manu-
facturing and services, exhibited differences in TFP only when this was weighted
with turnover. Without weights, no industries differed significantly. From this, it
can be concluded that the market share of the firm is an important determinant
of this test, and productivity as such is not sufficient.

When filtering out the top and bottom quartiles, the number of industries with
significant differences in mean TFP was reduced to five (only in manufacturing),
and instead using the top and bottom deciles, the number increased again to seven.
The industries are only partially the same. One industry is adversely related with
high accessibility, aggregate 1, which is a conglomerate of forestry, fishing, mining,
sawmilling, manufacturing of wood, pulp and paper products, and supply and dis-
tribution of energy and water (all with very few observations). Despite the shifts,
some robustness can be detected: industries with more than two significant results
are aggregates 1 (see above), 3 (manufacturing of textiles), 8 (manufacturing of
office, electrical and optical machinery), 15 (transport supporting activities, travel
agencies and post and telecommunication–except transport itself) and 22 (diverse
municipal and other services and membership organisations).

In another attempt to test the dataset, accessibility was regressed on wages
(and the other way around). The results are not shown here, but the first regres-
sion shows a significant relationship in 11 industries (out of 24), e.g., in agriculture,
construction, trade, other business activities and recreation activities.6 (The latter
included lagged dependent variables, so it captured mostly high frequency fluctu-
ations and is not representative in this context.)
6The complete list is: 0, 1, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12 (10 % significance level), 14 (negative relationship),

19, 22 (negative), 23.
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agID #obs #treat CLO PSME-
wTFP CLH std.

dev. bwidth trimlost
0 2, 788 481 −1.19 0.011 0.79 0.74 0.09 25
1 1, 500 298 −1.51 −0.068 0.69 0.60 0.11 15
2 1, 123 438 −0.57 0.24 0.84 0.40 0.17 22
3 516 183 −0.64 −0.029 0.50 0.31 0.22 11
4 1, 903 1, 103 −0.95 −0.0042 0.67 0.52 0.21 56
5 1, 519 541 −0.58 0.19 1.03 0.46 0.17 28
6 2, 283 842 −0.77 −0.023 0.59 0.40 0.13 43
7 2, 633 862 −0.74 0.041 0.69 0.45 0.14 44
8 1, 332 764 −0.81 0.17 0.92 0.50 0.23 39
9 7, 546 2, 652 −1.14 −0.069 0.67 0.59 0.11 133
10 3, 234 1, 223 −0.53 0.082 0.90 0.40 0.14 62
11 10, 274 5, 004 −0.60 −0.021 0.82 0.50 0.14 251
12 9, 783 4, 356 −0.58 −0.030 0.61 0.43 0.11 218
13 3, 010 1, 452 −0.78 −0.026 0.59 0.53 0.15 73
14 3, 820 1, 184 −1.25 −0.095 0.74 0.55 0.12 60
15 1, 053 484 −0.71 −0.18 0.92 0.65 0.24 25
16 563 247 −4.06 −0.39 1.80 1.53 0.20 13
17 543 305 −3.05 −0.51 0.78 1.01 0.25 16
18 2, 393 1, 220 −1.35 0.053 1.36 0.79 0.20 61
19 12, 118 6, 801 −1.16 −0.014 1.18 0.79 0.14 341
20 547 291 −0.81 0.11 0.91 0.43 0.26 15
21 3, 060 1528 −0.96 −0.062 0.88 0.65 0.15 77
22 938 434 −0.68 0.12 0.87 0.48 0.17 22
23 1, 073 475 −1.42 0.022 1.14 0.65 0.18 24

Table 6: The matching estimator (PSME) for TFP when it was weighted with turnover
share for each industry. CLO, CLH = limits for 5 % double-sided confidence interval,
trimlost = #obs lost in trimming the common support. In this table, and for the rest of
the paper, observations are yearly.
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agID #obs #treat CLO Mdiff-
wTFP Median CLH std.

dev.
0 2, 788 481 −0.018 0.0001∗ −0.0016 −3.08E − 05 0.0081
1 1, 500 298 −0.073 −0.017 −0.0003 0 0.15
2 1, 123 438 −0.10 −0.0060 −0.0017 −9.66E − 06 0.056
3 516 183 −0.16 0.015∗ −0.0065 −9.32E − 05 0.058
4 1, 903 1, 103 −0.056 −0.0032 −0.0011 0 0.027
5 1, 519 541 −0.080 −0.0078 −0.0010 −1.10E − 05 0.089
6 2, 283 842 −0.045 −0.0076 −0.0005 −6.36E − 06 0.075
7 2, 633 862 −0.048 −0.0015 −0.0009 −5.34E − 06 0.030
8 1, 332 764 −0.13 0.010∗ −0.0007 −5.32E − 06 0.085
9 7, 546 2, 652 −0.012 −0.0010 −0.0003 0 0.0091
10 3, 234 1, 223 −0.021 0.0007∗ −0.0010 0 0.013
11 10, 274 5, 004 −0.0085 −0.0004 −0.0002 0 0.0093
12 9, 783 4, 356 −0.011 −0.0002 −0.0002 0 0.0061
13 3, 010 1, 452 −0.022 −0.0004 −0.0012 0 0.010
14 3, 820 1, 184 −0.021 −0.0026 −0.0004 −1.35E − 05 0.026
15 1, 053 484 −0.087 0.0008∗ −0.0026 0 0.045
16 563 247 −0.17 0.0011∗ −0.0030 0 0.14
17 543 305 −0.14 −0.018 −0.0039 0 0.15
18 2, 393 1, 220 −0.041 0.0017∗ −0.0006 0 0.034
19 12, 118 6, 801 −0.0035 −0.0015 −0.0001 0 0.058
20 547 291 −0.086 −0.013 −0.0057 0 0.084
21 3, 060 1528 −0.019 −0.0003 −0.0010 0 0.011
22 938 434 −0.11 0.0054∗ −0.0018 0 0.048
23 1, 073 475 −0.044 0.0078∗ −0.0012 0 0.11

Table 7: Mean and median of differences of turnover-weighted TFP. ∗ indicates signifi-
cance on 5 % level.
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significance of mean diff.
agIDmedian quartiles deciles
0 1 0 0
1 0 -1 -1
2 0 0 0
3 1 1 1
4 0 1 0
5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0
7 0 1 0
8 1 1 1
9 0 0 0
10 1 0 0
11 0 0 0
12 0 0 0
13 0 0 1
14 0 0 1
15 1 0 1
16 1 0 0
17 0 0 0
18 1 0 0
19 0 0 0
20 0 0 0
21 0 0 0
22 1 0 1
23 1 0 0

Table 8: Significance of the mean differences in TFP in the high and low accessibility
locations with different contrast filters. In “median”, it is the usual high and low ac-
cessibility groups, divided at the median; “quartiles” designates the contrast between
highest and lowest quartiles of the accessibility distribution, and “deciles” between the
highest and lowest deciles. Negative sign means that TFP is significantly lower in the
high group than in the low group.
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6 Discussion
We have not found any significant effect of a location in a high accessibility area
on productivity of the firms in Scania, neither on an aggregate nor on a branch-
divided level. This motivates a discussion about whether the assumptions of the
method are fulfilled or not. There are several issues one could look deeper into:
1) Is there really independence in the “choice” between location in high or low
accessibility areas? 2) Are not firms competing for space in this context, thus im-
posing restrictions on each others possibilities to choose area? (cf. Rosenbaum and
Rubin, 1983) 3) Can we disregard the fact that the conditioning variables X are
actually data from the same period of study during which we study the productiv-
ity, and consequently not strictly “pre-treatment variables” (and the productivity
not strictly “post-treatment”?

Some doubt could be cast upon the specification of the test, for example re-
garding the equivalence of the expected value of the “non-treatment effect of the
treatment group” and the average outcome of the non-treated group. In other
words: the expected performance of the firms in high accessibility locations if they
were situated in low accessibility locations, might not equal the performance of
the firms actually located there. But our results state that they are equal in the
actual location of each category of firms. This means that if the performance of
the high accessibility firm is not equal in the low accessibility location, it could
actually be less, which is a rejection of the hypothesis of a link anyway.

Location does not matter, according to these results. There must be other
explanations to agglomeration and aggregate productivity differentials, or other
more important factors in the performance of firms. For insights in these matters,
one must study the dynamics of growth, births, deaths, and resource redistribution
of firms at the micro level.

Even if we weight the productivity with the size of the firms, which is a way of
expressing the differences in importance of respective firm at the macro level, we
do not capture all inter-firm dynamics in this study, and we have also left out all
firms with more than one workplace.

Furthermore, if the “accessibility choices” of the firms are mostly determined by
location-specific factors, which to a great extent determine the level of accessibility,
then the accessibility choice is endogeneous and the independence of treatment and
non-treatment groups can be questioned. “Firms choose high accessibility because
there is high accessibility.” This is a question of carefully choosing the most relevant
explanatory variables for the logit model, but also about whether the propensity
score method is appropriately controlling for the covariates by replacing it with a
one-dimensional probability (see also Heckman et al., 1998).
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7 Conclusions
We have implemented the propensity score matching method on a number of firms,
representing the whole spectrum of economic activity, in order to establish a link
between several measures of firm performance and a cross-section of accessibility in
the county of Scania, Sweden. The performance measures are total factor produc-
tivity (TFP), yearly TFP change (Törnqvist index), and the relative efficiency of
the firm in its industry aggregate (fixed effects dummy parameters). Accessibility
is measured as logsums for work trips, calculated by SAMPERS.

The results here do not give any support for the existence of such a link, neither
on disaggregate industry level, nor on total manufacturing or service or the pooled
total dataset.

In order to increase the contrast between the high and low groups, the dataset
has also been divided in quartiles and deciles with respect to accessibility, and the
highest and lowest groups have been contrasted instead. The results are the same.

In order to increase the causal relationship in the test, we could separate “be-
fore” and “after” observations (i.e., taking non-treatment observations from the
beginning of the panel period, and treatment observations from the end), although
this would reduce the number of observations. Another suggestion is given in a
recent paper, where Imbens (2000) proposes a “dose-response model” for causal ef-
fects, which would suggest to divide the accessibility variable in more than just two
groups (implying a multinomial, ordered logit or probit model for the propensity
score).

The accessibility variable used is measured from the household side. The rea-
son for this is that the logsums (or generalised costs between zones) are not readily
available in SAMPERS, being a personal transport demand system. Either an-
other variable has to be chosen among the available ones, or a new one calculated
from available data with the firm as reference. Even if there certainly is a high
correlation between firm and household accessibility, it probably decreases with in-
creasing disaggregation. Therefore, it would be desirable to repeat the estimations
with a firm-side accessibility measure in the future.
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A Appendix
A.1 Bandwidth selection
In order to arrive at an expression for the bandwidth h, we assume that the data
are independent realisations from a probability density f (x), and f̂ is regarded
as an estimator of f (Jones, Marron, and Sheather, 1996). The mean integrated
squared error (MISE) is

MISE (h) = E
∫

(

f̂h − f
)2

with f̂h defined as in Equation 3. As n → ∞, the asymptotic mean integrated
squared error is

AMISE (h) = n−1h−1R (K) + h4R (f ′′)
(1
2
∫

u2K (u) du
)2

where n is the sample size and R (ϕ) = ∫ ϕ2 (x) dx. The first term is integrated
variance, and is large when h is too small, and the second term is integrated
squared bias, and is large when h is too large. Now define ν2 and µ2 as

ν2 =
∫

K (u)2 du = R (K) and µ2 =
∫

u2K (u) du
AMISE is minimised with respect to h by setting the derivative to 0:

d
dhAMISE (h) = −n−1h−2ν2 + 4h3R (f ′′) · 14µ22 = 0

or
h5 = ν2

nR (f ′′)µ22
Now we have to find an estimate for the unknown entity R (f ′′). Silverman’s

rule-of-thumb formula replaces R (f ′′) with an estimate based on N (0, σ2): with
f (u) = 1

σ√2πe−
u2
2σ2 ,

f ′ = − u
σ3√2πe

− u2
2σ2 and f ′′ = 1√2πσ5

(u2 − σ2) e− u2
2σ2

R (f ′′) =
∫

f ′′ (u)2 du =
∫ ∞

−∞
1

2πσ10
(u2 − σ2)2 e−u2

σ2 du = . . . = 3
8√πσ5

So an estimate for the bandwidth is
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h =
( ν2
nR (f ′′)µ22

)1
5 =

(8√πσ5
3

ν2
n · µ22

)1
5 ≈ 1.3643 · σ ·( ν2

n · µ22
)1
5

which is the same as in Härdle and Linton (1994, p. 2304). We replace σ with the
estimated standard deviation σ̂ of the variable (in our case, the propensity score
for the non-treated group). Now ν2 and µ2 must be calculated. K (u) is the chosen
kernel funktion, in our case K (u) = 15

16 (1− u2)2 for |u| � 1 and zero otherwise:

ν2 =
∫ ∞

−∞
K (u)2 du =

∫ 1

−1

(15
16

(1− u2)2
)2

du = 2 ·(15
16

)2 ∫ 1

0

(1− u2)4 du

= 2 ·(15
16

)2 ∫ 1

0

(1− 4u2 + 6u4 − 4u6 + u8) du = . . . = 5
7

and

µ2 =
∫ ∞

−∞
u2K (u) du = 2 · 1516

∫ 1

0
u2 (1− u2)2 du

= 2 · 1516
∫ 1

0

(u2 − 2u4 + u6) du = . . . = 1
7

The expression (ν2/µ22)
1
5 becomes
( 5/7
1/72

)1
5 = 350.2 ≈ 2.0362

The final expression for h with the biweight kernel is
h = 1.3643 · 2.0362 · σ̂ · n−15 = 2.7780 · σ̂ · n− 15
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A.2 The binary logit model
Here the details of the logit model for the propensity score are presented, see tables
in figures 4 and 5.

B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B)
AGKAT 49.187 9 0
OMSATTN 0 0 27.081 1 0 1
JUSTEK 0 0 15.559 1 0 1
NETINVST 0 0 3.985 1 0.046 1
SNI2NR 664.315 56 0
ANTARBPL (L) -0.001 0 1426.975 1 0 0.999
BUPDENS (L) 1.866 0.046 1671.513 1 0 6.462
DAGBEF_T (L) 0.001 0 2486.514 1 0 1.001
STORTUNI (L) 0 0 284.113 1 0 1
LITETUNI (L) 7.484 1.789 17.493 1 0 1778.776
REGIONSJ (L) 0.006 0.004 1.755 1 0.185 1.006
LANSDELS (L) -0.03 0.006 25.764 1 0 0.97
STORREKO(1) (L) -1.799 0.107 281.573 1 0 0.165
STORMARK(1) (L) -1.047 0.059 314.763 1 0 0.351
STORREMA(1) (L) 6.041 1.699 12.637 1 0 420.202
TURISTOM(1) (L) 2.595 0.081 1033.252 1 0 13.391
TURISTPU(1) (L) -0.124 0.05 6.131 1 0.013 0.883
MARKTAX (L) 0 0 59.188 1 0 1
ÖVRIGTTA (L) 0 0 804.66 1 0 1
C_ORTKOM(1) (L) -0.133 0.027 24.424 1 0 0.875
C_ORTLAN(1) (L) -3.471 0.044 6086.383 1 0 0.031
Constant -3.979 1.711 5.408 1 0.02 0.019

Figure 4: The binary logit model for propensity score estimation. The variables are, in
order (L means location specific): ownership, turnover, equity, net investments, branch
affiliation, number of workplaces, built-up density, number of workers, large university,
small university, regional hospital, county hospital, larger shopping centre, superstore,
hyperstore, tourist area dummy, touristic point dummy, real estate ratable value, other
ratable value, chief town in the municipality, chief town in the county (i.e., Malmö).
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Model Summary

Step

-2 Log 
likelihood

Cox & Snell R 
Square

Nagelkerke 
R Square

1 75978.7678 0.213 0.285
… … … …

21 59927.3549 0.383 0.510

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Chi-square df Sig.

Step 1 Step 15918.63805 1 0
Block 15918.63805 1 0
Model 15918.63805 1 0

… … … … …
Step 21 Step 6.13223551 1 0.013

Block 31970.05103 84 0
Model 31970.05103 84 0

Classification Table (a)

Percentage 
Correct

Observed 0 1
Step 1 HIGHT 0 31539 1578 95.24

1 18327 14846 44.75
Overall Percentage 69.97

… … … … … …
Step 16 HIGHT 0 27954 5163 84.41

1 9299 23874 71.97
Overall Percentage 78.18

… … … … … …
Step 21 HIGHT 0 27853 5264 84.10

1 9344 23829 71.83
Overall Percentage 77.96

(a) The cut value is .500

HIGHT

Predicted

Figure 5: Model summary of the logit model by stepwise regression. The R2 measures
(Cox and Snell, 1989, Nagelkerke, 1991) are goodness-of-fit measures. The Cox & Snell
measure is never higher than 1− L (0)2/n , while Nagelkerke’s R2 is normalised to [0, 1].
Both should be as high as possible, while the −2·Log-likelihood should be minimised.
The overall percentage correctly predicted individuals was actually somewhat higher in
step 16, before some individual-specific variables were entered in the model. HIGHT_1
= treatment group dummy.
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A.3 More results
A.3.1 Fixed effects/efficiency

Variable #obs range min mean max std.
dev.

Fixed effect µi 17, 616 8.14 −2.13 −0.0069 6.01 0.23
ln(TFP) 23, 294 16.6 −13.3 −0.76 3.30 1.28
Labour
(workers) 24, 873 3, 309 0 7.91 3, 309 37
Turnover
(kSEK) 24, 873 7, 506, 942 −18, 783 12, 383 7, 488, 159 88, 658
Accessibility 22, 148 3.07 8.83 10.5 11.9 0.62
Propensity 22, 580 0.99998 0.000012 0.511 0.999994 0.32
Treatment
(Acc>median) 22, 148 1 0 0.507 1 0.49996

Table 9: Summary statistics for the propensity score matching with fixed effects, which
are only defined at the time-independent firm level. Therefore, all observations have
been replaced by their time averages.
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agID #obs #treat CLO PSME-
FE CLH std.

dev.
0 850 113 −0.41 0.042 1.15 0.30
1 436 64 −0.29 0.015 0.35 0.18
2 280 87 −0.48 −0.062 0.23 0.20
3 151 44 −0.39 −0.042 0.23 0.16
4 557 239 −0.39 −0.026 0.23 0.17
5 387 105 −0.63 −0.085 0.28 0.24
6 637 183 −0.25 0.028 0.26 0.16
7 664 159 −0.39 −0.076 0.31 0.18
8 379 172 −0.92 −0.21 0.44 0.35
9 2, 350 634 −0.32 −0.025 0.17 0.13
10 1, 001 301 −0.21 −0.018 0.093 0.090
11 3, 338 1, 121 −0.33 −0.0040 0.18 0.18
12 3, 287 1, 070 −0.27 0.0011 0.15 0.12
13 1, 144 348 −0.28 0.042 0.22 0.15
14 1, 212 292 −0.39 −0.045 0.16 0.17
15 360 96 −0.27 0.020 0.24 0.19
16 319 65 −1.25 −0.17 0.77 0.56
17 309 95 −0.47 −0.037 0.61 0.33
18 875 271 −0.54 −0.099 0.38 0.26
19 4, 212 1, 491 −0.54 −0.054 0.30 0.26
20 209 69 −0.27 0.031 0.41 0.16
21 951 359 −0.51 −0.039 0.28 0.20
22 329 105 −0.32 0.16 0.50 0.23
23 385 108 −1.24 −0.25 1.46 0.61

Table 10: Propensity score matching (PSME-FE) with fixed effects as dependent vari-
able. The fixed effects are calculated from within regressions where accessibility is not
one of the explanatory variables. CLO and CLH are the lower and higher limits for a
double-sided 5 % confidence interval.

group #obs #treat CLO PSME-
FE CLH std.dev.

manuf 6, 691 1, 829 −0.45 −0.041 0.27 0.18
service 17, 931 5, 901 −0.53 −0.033 0.33 0.24

all 24, 622 7, 806 −0.54 −0.046 0.31 0.24

Table 11: Results for fixed effects on aggregated levels.
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A.3.2 TFP change

agID #obs #treat CLO
(2.5%)

PSME-
TQV

CLH
(2.5%)

std.
dev. bwidth trmlost

0 2, 131 481 −0.22 −0.0039 0.21 0.12 0.09 25
1 1, 186 298 −0.29 −0.040 0.20 0.13 0.10 15
2 992 438 −0.16 0.0054 0.18 0.084 0.16 22
3 449 183 −0.32 −0.015 0.22 0.12 0.18 18
4 1, 696 1, 103 −0.32 −0.012 0.28 0.14 0.17 56
5 1, 200 541 −0.21 0.0038 0.20 0.11 0.14 28
6 1, 957 842 −0.24 0.0090 0.24 0.14 0.11 43
7 2, 212 862 −0.26 −0.018 0.23 0.11 0.11 44
8 1, 196 764 −0.34 −0.0071 0.26 0.14 0.18 39
9 6, 592 2, 652 −0.27 0.0037 0.26 0.16 0.09 133
10 2, 860 1, 223 −0.17 −0.0087 0.16 0.076 0.11 62
11 8, 929 5, 004 −0.17 0.0006 0.19 0.14 0.11 251
12 8, 981 4, 356 −0.15 −0.0035 0.17 0.12 0.10 218
13 2, 722 1, 452 −0.19 −0.0017 0.19 0.10 0.14 73
14 3, 256 1, 184 −0.25 0.011 0.28 0.13 0.11 60
15 910 484 −0.19 −0.0095 0.18 0.091 0.23 25
16 491 247 −0.49 0.011 0.38 0.38 0.17 13
17 499 305 −0.26 −0.0080 0.37 0.16 0.24 16
18 2, 069 1, 220 −0.47 −0.053 0.36 0.22 0.17 61
19 10, 874 6, 801 −0.35 0.013 0.39 0.19 0.12 342
20 493 291 −0.59 −0.11 0.28 0.21 0.23 15
21 2, 785 1, 528 −0.38 −0.020 0.28 0.16 0.14 77
22 875 434 −0.43 0.011 0.37 0.30 0.15 224
23 932 475 −0.27 0.020 0.38 0.21 0.17 151

Table 12: Propensity score matching (PSME-TQV) with Törnqvist index of TFP change
as dependent variable. CLO and CLH are the lower and higher limits for a double-sided
5 % confidence interval.
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